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Topics for today:

1. Global research ecosystem

2. Global transition to open access

3. Different workflow solutions
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PART 1: Global research ecosystem



To the end, that such Productions being
clearly and truly communicated, desires
after solid and usefull knowledge may be
further entertained, ingenious Endeavours
and Undertakings cherished, and those,
addicted to and conversant in such matters,
may be invited and encouraged to search,
try, and find out new things, impart their
knowledge to one another, and contribute
what they can to the Grand design of
improving Natural knowledge, and
perfecting all Philosophical Arts, and
Sciences, All for the Glory of God, the
Honour and Advantage of these Kingdoms,
and the Universal Good of Mankind.

4https://royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/10.1098/rstl.1665.0002

https://royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/10.1098/rstl.1665.0002
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PART 2: Global transition to open access
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https://oabooks-toolkit.org/lifecycle/10944589-planning-funding/article/13868103-green-gold-diamond-different-models-for-open-access-books 
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Also used for journal articles!



https://blogs.openbookpublishers.com/green-gold-diamond-black-what-does-it-all-mean/



https://blogs.openbookpublishers.com/green-gold-diamond-black-what-does-it-all-mean/



A Creative Commons (CC) license is one of several public copyright licenses that 
enable the free distribution of an otherwise copyrighted "work".

A CC license is used when an author wants to give other people the right to share, 
use, and build upon a work that the author has created.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Creative_Commons_license
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https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-019-00199-6 22
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https://www.vox.com/2016/3/4/11160540/timothy-gowers-discrete-analysis 25
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The Global Transition to Open Access:
How did we get here?

4th century BC 202217th century 1991

2008

WW II

‘Growing divergence between the different roles of academic publishing’
(Untangling academic publishing, Aileen Fyfe et al, 2017)

Serials crisis



1991: arXiv, the science pre-print server, is launched

1996: The Big Deal, first introduced by Academic Press

1997: SciELO established in Brazil (cooperative OA journals model)

2000: BioMed Central founded & 2002: institutional memberships

2002: - Redalyc.org launches in Mexico (university cooperation)
- Budapest Initiative & 2003: Bethesda Statement &

2003: Berlin Declaration on Open Access

2005: Wellcome Trust Open Access policy

2006: The Royal Society launched a trial of an open access
journal service (‘hybrid’ concept)

2007: SCOAP3 founded by CERN and others

2008: Open Access Scholarly Publishers Association (OASPA)
launches at an Open Access Day Celebration in London

2012: eLife established by the Howard Hughes Medical Institute,
Max Planck Society, and Wellcome Trust

2013: DORA signals the limitations and dangers of journal base
metrics as a means of assessing individual articles

2015: Deal with large OA component Springer - Dutch universities

2017: - Gates Open Research platform (powered by F1000)
- BioRxiv preprint server funding from CZI

2018: - CZI, Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, Yale and BMJ support medRxiv
- cOAlition S / Plan S

2019: - Wiley - Project DEAL (Germany) transformative agreement
- University of California cancels its Elsevier journal subscription deal

2020: - Frontiers - Duke University pure publish (OA) deal
- USA: White House invites public comment on OA (OSTP)
- China: Reform research and higher education evaluation systems
- UK: ‘A price freeze will not be enough to avoid cancellations’
- MDPI becomes 5th largest publisher and largest OA publisher
- PLOS launches Community Action Publishing model
- cOAlition S releases the Journal Checker Tool (a search engine that

checks Plan S compliance

--- COVID pandemic ---

2022 - OSTP Issues Guidance to Make Federally Funded Research Freely
Available Without Delay

- Plan S’ Journal Comparison Service launches (price and service data)
- eLife ends accept/reject decisions following peer review



Science can only function properly if research results
are made openly available to the community*

* Preamble by Marc Schiltz, President of Science Europe, on the occasion of the launch of cOAlition S,
4 September 2018



Science can only function properly if research results
are made openly available to the community*

Today:

• Open Access (OA) output is growing year-on-year

• Increasingly, funders and institutions are paying for OA centrally

• OA business models are becoming more and more diverse

• Funders and institutions are expanding the requirements

• Multiple authors, multiple institutional affiliations and funder arrangements

* Preamble by Marc Schiltz, President of Science Europe, on the occasion of the launch of cOAlition S,
4 September 2018

Source: https://oaspa.org/growth-
continues-for-oaspa-member-oa-content/



Analysis shows further growth in OASPA member journals output: 
CC BY dominates whilst content consolidation grows

30https://oaspa.org/analysis-shows-further-growth-in-oaspa-member-journals-output/



PART 3: Different workflow solutions
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Innovative services and solutions for publishers
(workflow support)



Innovative services and solutions for institutions and consortia
(workflow support)

(2014)

(2021)

(2016)



Innovative services and solutions for publishers, institutions & consortia
(data analytics and visualisation – industry specific and generic)



VISUALISATION

REPORTS

ANALYTICS

Publisher’s sending you standardised metadata via OA Switchboard (‘Reporting Made Easy’) enables:

• Monitoring publishing activity on a regular basis, justifying research strategies and directions, internal/external reporting.

• Negotiating and overseeing agreements with publishers, monitoring uptake, compliance and ROI, and allocating cost.

• Exploring OA strategies, policies and business models.
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The OA Switchboard is a mission-driven, community led initiative
designed to simplify the sharing of information between stakeholders

about open access publications throughout the whole publication journey



oaswitchboard/institutions oaswitchboard/fundersoaswitchboard/publishers



OA Switchboard at a glance

• Initial meeting of key stakeholders in 2018
• 2019-2020 Project delivers MVP and key principles
• Stichting (‘foundation’) OA Switchboard founded (Oct ‘20)
• Live as operational solution since 1 January 2021

→Mission-driven community

→Practical tool, currently supporting two use cases
1. Reporting Made Easy
2. Matching Publication Costs with Publication Funds



Sending a 

message

Relaying the 

message

Relaying the 

response message

Sending a response 

message

Stakeholder 

1
Stakeholder 

2

OA

Switchboard

(Message hub)

OA Switchboard: central metadata exchange hub
It provides a standardised messaging protocol and shared infrastructure.

It is built by and for the people who use it, and is leveraged with existing PIDs.
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Publishers Research institutions/libraries

A

B

. . .

. . .

. . .

Institutions using
Jisc Monitor

OA 
Switchboard 

(Message hub)

Institutions using
Oable

Institutions (and 
funders) using 
ChronosHub

Institutions and 
consortia using 
ConsortiaManager

…

Aptara/SciPris
CCC
ChronosHub
…

The OA Switchboard simplifies many-to-many relationships.
The power of an intermediary: efficiency and cost savings.

It is complementary and supportive to the vendor systems offered to institutions and publishers.

It is designed to operate and integrate with all stakeholder systems.



oaswitchboard/publishers



oaswitchboard/institutions





OA Switchboard makes OA publishing highly visible in a way it 
wasn’t in the past.

Even if you can’t see an immediate application for it because 
you do not have enough OA deals, you may be surprised at the 
amount of OA publishing your researchers are producing.

Curtis Brundy

Associate University Librarian for Scholarly Collections and Communications
Iowa State University Library



We at Iowa State University are seeking new data inputs to help 
assess our support of Subscribe to Open and Diamond OA 
initiatives. The publishing data provided via the OA Switchboard 
will shed light on where our researcher activity intersects with 
these investments in equitable OA publishing.

Matthew Goddard

Iowa State University
University Library



At the University of Kent we register all our researchers' 
publications in our Institutional Repository. The publication 
metadata pushed to us via OA Switchboard alert us to 
publications that didn't pop up via other sources, and enable
us to complete existing records.

Suzanne Duffy

Research and Scholarly Communication Support Officer
University of Kent



At the University of Kent we are constantly looking for ways to 
improve our OA workflows and are assessing data coming from 
different sources. Getting publication alerts via OA Switchboard 
directly into our enquiry management system is an 
enormous step forward.

Rosalyn Bass

Research and Scholarly Communication Support Manager
University of Kent



The structured publication metadata sent to us by 
publishers via OA Switchboard allows us to analyse how
our authors are publishing OA in real time while also letting 
us explore OA publishing changes over time. This helps us
to understand how to support OA on an institutional level.

Katherine Brooks

Columbia University Libraries
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53HOW TO CONNECT WITH YOUR RESEARCH I

Discover Columbia’s complete OA output - who 
is publishing where?

Analyze the value of our OA deals for both 
Columbia University and our authors

Lead negotiations with publishers through better 
understanding of Columbia’s OA trends

Inform collection development/management 
decisions

Columbia University Libraries (CUL) Open Access Goals



54HOW TO CONNECT WITH YOUR RESEARCH I

Provide structure to collect and organize data

Accurate/trustworthy data allows for consistent 
analysis workflows

Less manual data review/cleanup

How PIDs & the OA Switchboard Enable Data Analysis
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JSON Data + Tableau



56HOW TO CONNECT WITH YOUR RESEARCH I

Analysis Goals



Katherine Brooks, Collection Analysis Librarian, kcb2147@columbia.edu

Jessica Edwards, Collections Analysis Librarian, jre2147@columbia.edu

Thank You!



We are delighted to pilot our shared funding model
with The Royal Society, as well as to jointly explore new 
open access infrastructure with the Society through the
OA Switchboard.

Ivy Anderson

California Digital Library



Thank you

Yvonne Campfens
yvonne.campfens@oaswitchboard.org

twitter.com/OASwitchboard
www.oaswitchboard.org


